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What is the most pressing issue that economists 

today should address?
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What is the most pressing issue that economists today should address?



New graduate recruits Bank of England, Tuesday 27th September 2016



I hoped economics would give me a way to describe 
and predict human behaviour through mathematical 

tools;  … after semesters of study, I had mathematical 
tools; but all the people whose behaviour I wanted to 

study had disappeared from the scene

When economics students are asked about the 
economy, their reasoning is no different from the 

wisdom of taxi drivers, and sometimes a bit less well 
informed

What we teach in economics today determines what 
people think tomorrow, it’s the analysis of tomorrow, 
it’s the policy advice of tomorrow, it’s the political 
discourse of tomorrow. We can’t just ignore this and 
think it’s just a little academic game. It matters.
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What needs was CORE developed to meet?



Economics is hard, boring and unrelated to the 
questions we want to answer

Teaching a standard principles course is easy 
but student engagement is poor and the 

content does not reflect advances in 
economics and the way we do research

Economics graduates are technically 
competent but unable to relate their 

knowledge to other team members or apply it 
to problems
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CORE: A global collaboration of researchers
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• Researchers and teachers from around the world – from 
Colombia to Bangalore, from Sciences Po to Columbia 
University

• United by the goal of creating high quality open access 
resources to bring to students the best of economics

• Enabling them to engage in evaluation and debates on 
the pressing public policy issues of today
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CORE: A global collaboration of researchers



Produced free on-line ebook + rich teaching & learning materials

Engagement
Total registered on website 40k+ from 189 countries
Verified teachers from 86 countries given access 3k+
>40 universities are participating in CORE pilots, from 15 different countries.

Replaced the standard principles course at:
UCL, Bristol, Toulouse School of Economics, Sciences Po, Humboldt University, 
Bangor Business School, Azim Premji University Bangalore, La Reunion, 
Birkbeck College, King’s College London, University of Siena, and many more

Published new 1.0 free ebook & identical print book, Oxford University Press

What are the main successes of the CORE project prior to 
launch of 1.0 version?



Does it work? UCL replaced its ‘ECON101’ by CORE for all BSc Econ students in 2014

Examination results in 2016 of the first CORE cohort in their  conventional second year intermediate micro and 
macro exams: 
Comparison of first CORE cohort (n=269) with last non-CORE cohort (n=288)
Students who had studied CORE (the black bars) performed better in intermediate micro & macro

First class (distinction) ………………………Fail First class (distinction) ………………………Fail



Just better 
students that 
year?
What could
explain this?



The individual: 

selfish and altruist 

preferences

The firm: demand and 

iso-profit curves

Strategic interaction: 

mutual gains and 

their distribution

The macroeconomic 

policy maker

Why does it work? Teaching the tools of economics – feasible sets and preferences 
– motivated by and applied to real problems in the world



Provide context – a 

century of decline in 

work hours

Motivate 

income and 

substitution 

effects

Back to the 

data …

The theory 



Teaching the tools of economics – dynamics & instability – applied to real problems

A bubble in the housing market An environmental tipping point 



In this video, Nobel laureate James Heckman and Thomas Piketty explain how collecting data has 

been fundamental to their work on inequality and the policies to reduce it. 

***

Teaching the tools of economics – motivated & disciplined by facts



• New problems sometimes instigate new paradigms in economics (Kuhn: a paradigm is 
what good undergraduates learn)

• e.g. the  Great Depression and the “Keynesian revolution”

• And these new paradigms are eventually codified in a new textbook.

• e.g. the “Keynesian revolution” and Samuelson 1948

• Earlier paradigm setting texts: Marshall 1890, Mill 1848

• The basic content and method of the top intro economics textbooks has changed little in 
the half century since Samuelson. 

Problems, paradigms and texts 



Samuelsonian benchmark model Economics Contemporary economics & CORE

Far-sighted, self-interested People Also cognitively limited; have motives in addition to self-
interest, respond to social norms of fairness and punishment.

Price-taking markets Interactions include price-making markets and strategic interactions 
including in setting wages, interest rates, prices.

Complete Information is incomplete and asymmetric

Complete Contracts are incomplete for effort and diligence in labour and credit 
markets and for other external effects

Markets Institutions include informal rules (norms), firms, unions, banks, 
governments

Largely ignored History provides data about alternative rules of the game and the 
process of change

Preferences and budget constraints 
differ among buyers and sellers

Differences among 
people

people also differ in the positions in the economy that they 
occupy as employers and employees; lenders and borrowers 

In monopoly, governmental powers Power principals’ power over agents e.g. in labour, credit markets

‘Rent-seeking’ creates inefficiencies Economic rents are also endemic in a well-functioning private economy 
providing incentives to innovate, work hard

The economy is self-stabilizing Stability … and instability are characteristics of the economy. 

Are there unexploited mutual gains? Evaluation also includes fairness. 



Economics as shopping? 



New problems and advances in theory go to the back of the book





Suppose that the intro course began a little 

differently…







One of the first figures the student sees in CORE (and can manipulate)
The distribution of income in the world. Height of the bars is the gross domestic 

income per capita (measured in purchasing power parity dollars) of the population 

decile indicated 

1980

https://jackblun.github.io/Globalinc/


1990



2000



2014



• Not because they are more difficult
• Not because the prior theory is required to study them
• They are at the end because putting them at the front would alter the students’ 

conception of what economics is about (i.e. not shopping, not just constrained 
optimization)

• … and it would force a change in some basic concepts to accommodate the new 
subject material

In the standard texts, why are the new problems and topics at the end of the 
book?



• Wealth creation & growth

• Environmental problems

• Inequality

• Unemployment & fluctuations

• Instability

• Schumpeterian rents, disequilibrium

• Social interactions / other-regarding preferences

• Rents, bargaining power, institutions

• Incomplete contracts in labour & credit markets

• Prices as information & dynamics of price-setting

Problems Key concepts new to Intro

If the new problems and questions are at the front of the book there will have to 
be some changes in the rest of the book…examples.



• Wealth creation & growth

• Environmental problems

• Inequality

• Unemployment & fluctuations

• Instability

• Schumpeterian rents, disequilibrium

• Social interactions / other-regarding preferences

• Rents, bargaining power, institutions

• Incomplete contracts in labour & credit markets

• Prices as information & dynamics of price-setting

Problems Key concepts new to Intro

If the new problems and questions are at the front of the book there will have to 
be some changes in the rest of the book…examples.







Economic institutions are the rules of the 

game – who does what and who gets 

what on a pirate ship
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Constitutions and contracts

Inequality in the division of the spoils: pirates and the Royal Navy



Every economic transaction involves both mutual gains & conflicts of interest 



A Rawlsian question (used throughout)



The politics of the firm



• Game theory – tools and rules
• Principal agent models
• Price-making and (economically productive) rent seeking
• Social preferences and norms
• Increasing returns, positive feedbacks
• Dynamics
This leads to an novel sequencing of the material taught … 
for example, teach firms before markets

… and provides key foundations for the aggregate economy by 
• beginning with heterogeneous agents through a set of principal-agent problems and 
• leading naturally to a model with involuntary unemployment and fluctuations, 

endogenous money and bubbles
• where inequality is in the modelling framework’s DNA

Our focus on actors and problems leads us to stress
The Capitalist Revolution (Unit 1)
Technological Change and 
Economic Growth (Unit 2)
Scarcity Work and Choice (Unit 
3)
Social Interactions (Unit 4)
Property and Power: Mutual Gains 
and Conflict (Unit 5)
The Firm: Owners,  Managers & 
Employees  (Unit 6)
The Firm and its Customers (Unit 7)
Supply and Demand: Price-taking 
and Competitive Markets (Unit 8)



The principal agent problem
• Conflicts of interest
• Information is asymmetric because 

actions are hidden from principal / 
not verifiable in court

• Uncertainty because actions are in 
the future

 Incomplete contracts 
market failures 
 institutions and social norms matter

Conflict of interest over what ? Contract does not cover?

Employer Employee

Market failures: the actors, their actions and interactions



‘Micro’ – the firm sets the wage
‘Macro’ – the economy-wide wage-setting curve
Data – estimated wage-setting curve US

Firms set wages; an identical unemployed worker cannot get a job by offering to work 
for less (no way to ensure effort)  Involuntary unemployment

Estimated wage-setting curve 
(US 1979-2013)

For example, incomplete labour contracts in the intro classroom
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1. Owners’ power falls relative to consumers

2. Employees’ power falls relative to owners

3. Employees’ power falls relative to owners 
in a recession

Stronger competition

Weaker insiders

Recession

Always ask: what has happened to the 

bargaining gap?

Employment

Seamlessly from the P-A problem to ‘what keeps inflation down?’



Inequality in the aggregate economy – using Lorenz curves
The effect of an increase in the degree of competition

Lower unemployment and higher real wage in equilibrium A lower Gini coefficient



 Heterogeneous agents, credit-constrained households, multiplier effects in the 

aggregate economy

A second principal-agent problem in the same framework: credit market

Bank Borrower



Bank

Bank

Government 
+ CB

Borrower
In both cases the agent has an 
incentive to take on too much risk
This is an external effect because 
the costs are borne by others (the 
principal) 

 Bank failures and regulation

And a third principal agent problem to analyze bank risk-taking

***



Strategic interaction

Aggregate demand

Information is scarce and local 

Problems, paradigms and texts 



Problems, paradigms and texts: not invited 

Social interactions 

Innovation 



Samuelsonian benchmark model Economics Contemporary economics & CORE

Far-sighted, self-interested People Also cognitively limited; have motives in addition to self-
interest, respond to social norms of fairness and punishment.

Price-taking markets Interactions include price-making markets and strategic interactions 
including in setting wages, interest rates, prices.

Complete Information is incomplete and asymmetric

Complete Contracts are incomplete for effort and diligence in labour and credit 
markets and for other external effects

Markets Institutions include informal rules (norms), firms, unions, banks, 
governments

Largely ignored History provides data about alternative rules of the game and the 
process of change

Preferences and budget constraints 
differ among buyers and sellers

Differences among 
people

people also differ in the positions in the economy that they 
occupy as employers and employees; lenders and borrowers 

In monopoly, governmental powers Power principals’ power over agents e.g. in labour, credit markets

‘Rent-seeking’ creates inefficiencies Economic rents are also endemic in a well-functioning private economy 
providing incentives to innovate, work hard

The economy is self-stabilizing Stability … and instability are characteristics of the economy. 

Are there unexploited mutual gains? Evaluation also includes fairness. 



What’s wrong with starting with the usual approach (the Samuelsonian benchmark 
model)?

The Samuelsonian benchmark 
model allows economics to 
neglect what we know from the 
social and natural sciences:
• Human behaviour – psychology, 

evolutionary biology
• Culture & social norms – sociology, 

anthropology
• Institutions and contracts – political 

science, law
• Power and the state – sociology, 

political science
• Multiple equilibria, what happens 

out of equilibrium? – phase 
transition in maths, physics & 
biology; history; geography

• Ethics – philosophy, political theory



CORE’s The Economy
1.0 edition free online now
www.core-econ.org

To equip students to address today’s pressing 
problems by mastering the conceptual and 
quantitative tools of contemporary economics

CORE is a global collaboration of researchers, 
teachers and learners – join us!

http://www.core-econ.org/

